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(Coughing)

One love... (it's gratitude from the yard)
More love... (yes Iya)
More love... 
More love... 

Sizzla Kalonji, Gentleman teaching it from the start.

Love is the foundation.
No segregation! 
One love... to them, my son.
Anyway, common! 

There is a lack of love inna we society, (for sure! )
Kindness it seems dat a no priority, 
But never let it go... 
Strength for your weakness, find some forgiveness.
There is a lack of hope inna we community, 
Man fusion a run the vicinity, 
You've got to let it go... 
Strength for you weakness find some forgiveness.

So we gonna show love, because we only know love, 
All we need is more love, say we gonna show love, 
Because we only know love, give the children more
love.

From the powers that be we demanded, 
Justice and equality like Jah command it.
Four corners of the earth man a chant it, 
Lots of love seed come make we plant it.

So why are you fighting such war?
Why can't be living a... hey... 

There is just no sensing, 
All this bombing, shooting, senseless killing.

There is a lack of love inna we society, (why is it?)
Kindness it seems dat a no priority, 
But never let it go... 
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Strength for your weakness, find some forgiveness.
There is a lack of hope inna we community, 
Man fusion a run the vicinity, 
You've got to let it go... (fire burn! )
Strength for you weakness find some forgiveness.

Me say
We killing of the youths, yo.
Let the joy in your heart turn the tide, 
Respect each other, put your differences aside.
Exhaulting your power, of the people, 
Why don't you race up the morals of the people, 
Like an old saying: is good over evil.
Sizzla Kalonji, Gentleman, show dem love up season.

There is a lack of love inna we society, 
Kindness it seems dat a no priority, (why is that?)
But never let it go... 
Strength for your weakness, find some forgiveness.
(tell me why)
There is a lack of hope inna we community, 
Man fusion a run the vicinity, (youths and youths)
You've got to let it go... (got to be positive)
Strength for you weakness find some forgiveness.

The greatest gift is life eternally, 
And what you reap is you what you sow abundantly.
(show love)
It's your deeds that show your identity, 
And divinity determines who you got to be.

So we gonna show love, because we only know love,
(show love)
All we need is more love, say we gonna show love, 
Because we only know love, give the children more
love.

If we could recognize hypocrisy, 
And the way how it affects our destiny.
Misguided by fictitious tales of history, 
Why you breakin' down the branches of the wisdom
tree? (show love)

There is a lack of love inna we society, 
Kindness it seems dat a no priority, 
But never let it go... 
Strength for your weakness, find some forgiveness.
There is a lack of hope inna we community, 
Man fusion a run the vicinity, 
You've got to let it go... 
Strength for you weakness find some forgiveness.



There is a lack of love inna we society, (for sure! )
Kindness it seems dat a no priority, (too much violence)
But never let it go... 

One love... (German love)
More love... 
One love... 
More love...
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